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Trees are the biggest plants on Earth.  They 
live for a long time.  How do they grow so big?  
How old are the oldest trees?  This book will 
tell you about trees.

2

These trees grow very tall. 
They will live for a long time.


16.744404


6.922468



There are two kinds of trees.  One kind 
of tree has leaves.  Sometimes the leaves turn 
colors.  The leaves die when the weather gets 
cold.  Then new leaves grow on the tree in the 
spring.  

The other kind of tree does not have leaves.  
This kind of tree has needles.  The needles do 
not fall off when the weather gets cold.

3

The green trees in this picture have needles.

tree with 
needles

tree with 
leaves


27.663837


4.1273546


2.1681628


1.9330604



4

Tree seeds 
are inside this 
pine cone.

All trees grow from seeds.  Trees have 
different kinds of seeds.  Some seeds come from 
a pod.  Some seeds come from a cone.  Some 
seeds come from nuts.  Some seeds come from 
fruit. 

Some tree seeds come from flowers.  
Flowers have grains, or little bits, of pollen.  
Pollen is a yellow powder.  Animals and bees 
carry the pollen to other trees.  The pollen 
helps the trees make flowers.  Then the flowers 
make new seeds.

flowers

fruit

nut

pod


17.423603


20.48


1.3844893


3.8922517


1.3844893


1.2799995


1.671836
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A tree seed falls to the ground.  First it 
needs to soak up rain.  The rain will soften the 
seed so it is not hard.  Sun and rain will help the 
seed grow roots.  Then a tiny shoot will grow 
up through the dirt.  It will grow up and up.

This small 
shoot will 
grow into 
a tree.

outer shell

sprout

seed


1.5934688


3.8922517


1.5934688


1.906938


24.868671


Other

4.5453153
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A tree makes branches when it grows.  The 
branches grow up and out to the side. 

Branches are important.  Leaves or needles 
grow on each branch.  The branches get light 
from the sun.  The tree uses this light to make 
food.  Tree branches grow longer to get more 
light.  Then the tree can make more food.

Tree branches get light 
from the sun.

branches


25.600117


1.5934688


3.526536
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New twigs and leaves grow on the branches 
in the spring.  Cones, pods, or flowers grow on 
the branches too.  They will drop seeds on the 
ground in the fall.

These branches are covered with flowers.

flowers


12.956691


3.6049035


1.7502034
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The trunk is the main part of the tree.  The 
branches grow out of the trunk.  The trunk 
carries food and water inside the tree.  The 
outside part of the trunk is the bark.  Bark is 
strong and thick.  Bark protects the tree.  It 
helps keep water inside the tree.  

Some animals think a tree is a tasty snack.  
Bark is hard to chew, so most animals cannot 
eat the tree.

Bark helps a tree in 
important ways.

tree bark

trunk


32.365986


1.5934688


3.7616389


1.2799995
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Tree roots grow below the ground into the 
dirt.  There is food and water in the dirt.  A 
tree needs water and food to stay alive.  The 
roots get food and water for the tree.  The roots 
keep the tree strong.

trunk
roots

dirt

Tree roots get water 
from the ground.


16.639912


3.2391877


1.2799995


1.3844893


1.2799995
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How fast do trees grow?  Trees grow very 
fast in warm places.  Trees grow more slowly in 
cold places.  Some trees grow for hundreds of 
years.

These trees grow in warm places. They often 
grow fast.


14.236671


5.459605
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How big will a tree grow?  Some kinds of 
trees grow very tall.  Other trees stay small. 

One kind of tree is very, very small.  It may 
grow only two inches tall!  The tallest tree is 
the redwood tree.  The redwood tree can grow 
more than 300 feet tall.  That is as high as a tall 
building!  A redwood tree is very wide, too.

Redwood trees grow 
very tall and wide.


32.418232


4.3102126
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Trees grow big when they have good 
nutrition, or food.  Trees get nutrition from 
rain, sun, and dirt. 

A small tree may not grow big if it grows 
near bigger trees.  The bigger trees will keep 
out the sun.  Then the small tree will not get 
enough light.  Big trees may take most of the 
water in the ground.  Then the smaller tree will 
not be strong.

Some trees in a forest will not 
grow as big as other trees.


29.126728


4.858786
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Some kinds of trees live for 1,000 years.  
Many trees live even longer.  Redwood trees 
can live for thousands of years!

The oldest tree is in Sweden.  It is about 
9,550 years old!

13

This oak tree may be 1,500 years old! 

oak tree


19.513447


5.1983795


1.5412239
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A dead tree is still an important part of 
the forest.  Animals often live in a dead tree.  
Insects may live in the tree, too.  A dead 
tree can add food to the dirt.  Then other 
trees and animals can use that food to live.

squirrel

dead tree

Animals make their 
homes in dead trees.


18.808125


3.7093937


1.5412239


1.8285707



Responding
 TARGET SKILL  Text and Graphic 

Features What do the photos in this book 

show you about trees?  Copy and complete 

the chart.

Text to World What else would you like 

to know about trees?  Use an encyclopedia 

or other source to research more about 

them.  Then write a paragraph that 

includes the facts you learn.

Write About It
HMRGOColumnMap.eps 

Photo

redwood  
trees

Page

page 11

What it Shows

that trees  
grow tall

15


1.8285707


10.997535


17.266865



OVERSET16

grain
nutrition
pod
root

shoot
soak
soften
tasty

 TARGET VOCABULARY

 TARGET SKILL  Text and Graphic 
Features Tell how words go with photos.

 TARGET STRATEGY  Monitor/Clarify Find 

ways to figure out what doesn’t make 

sense.

GENRE Informational text gives facts 

about a topic.


17.841572


7.235939


8.933891


6.0343013
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